1-2-09 Oasis
"Come Forth, Bride!" On WE STILL KNOW YOU ARE THERE, saw a folded clock. It was large, round & had a blue boarder with a black background. There was a bright light coming through the numbers & moving through space towards us. During communion, “It’s YOUR time, LORD.” It was like they were holding something that wasn’t visible but knew it was there, 24x24x12-18. “Challenges coming.” Freedom & Victory are bursting forth - into our very soul. The three meetings being together = the length.

1-4-09 Church/Ministry Meeting
Oh to walk in YOUR Spirit, never to waver again... (LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT) LORD, YOU ARE HOLY: RIVER OF LIFE & Spring up O well... (There’s A River of Life) Glory hallelujah... (ONCE AGAIN WE RETURN) “counterattack” “do it” Repented of the whining. Being fitly joined - one in purpose, thought, & deed & headed to the same goal. It is our responsibility to come to the River (FC). We come with a submissive & broken heart. Saw a bright light on a wood laminate floor & saw table legs. In the middle of that bright light was a puzzle piece, upside down. While whining was prayed about saw the same scene flash quickly & the puzzle piece was right side up. Today a counter attack on Python.

Port Corban PA - Keep our eyes on the FC all of the time. GOD can’t fix rebellion; HE fixes mistakes.

1-7-09 Prayer
“joy.” “unashamed” Anything else? “magnanimous” HE showed. “It must be true.” “multifaceted” Saw a big ball-like thing. “Look into the purity.” HE showed it beginning to dimish. If we don’t operate & understand the joy of it, “that our joy may be full.” We keep it full with the true purity of it. Saw ‘many,' many words about joy tonight. Yes, FATHER, we thank YOU that YOUR joy is our strength. HE said, “There is no sadness in MY joy.” FATHER, we look deep into YOUR gem of joy to see the purity of it. HE said, “You’ll be aghast at the amount.” WE need to lift this gem to YOU. The joy is pouring off of it for all who’ll partake. This body partakes. HE says, “It contains showers of blessings.” Yes, LORD, YOUR truth. SEES, “high praise.” WE return what is YOURS, so it can speak. Oh yes, FATHER, the full purity. HE said, “Absorb it, the truth & purity of your joy.” FATHER, in the Name of JESUS, we are willing & I gladly take YOUR joy deep into our spirit man, and corporately we take YOUR joy deep within the spirit man of this body. All agreed. HE said, “It’s so we will come to understand fully the term of ‘over joyed.’” THANK YOU, FATHER, we are the over joyed ones. Keeps hearing the song, “We bring sacrifice of praise.” While we were singing they saw us linked together (in a tight circle) with our arms connected on each other’s shoulders, moving left. Did so. HE said, “Beauty in unity; that’s one of the facets.” Help us, FATHER, to receive each & every one of them. SEES them glowing red. Thank YOU, FATHER, for the joy! Each facet was clear but it was rimmed in this beautiful red, radiating glow. HE said, “Truth is beauty.” HE said, “Come, MY little ones, I will lead you in.” SEES, “wisdom.” HE said, “One of the facets is wisdom. No one has comprehended what wisdom truly is.” HE said, “You must operate in the fullness of it.” Yes, LORD, be it as YOU deem. HE said, “It’s as a garment.” What HE’s doing is HE’s taking each facet & pulling it out. As we examine it we can put it on us & walk in it. It’s the fullness of joy. HE said, “Don’t take it lightly & don’t assume.” FATHER, we ask as YOU desire, as YOU deem & absolutely no other way. Yes, according to YOUR will alone. HE said, “It’s MY will for you to have it.” SEES, “cherish.” FATHER we ask to comprehend the fullness of what it means to cherish. Yes, LORD, that we not “abuse” (saw this?) it in any way.

FATHER, I ask YOU to embed that in our memory in such a way that it can’t be removed. Other’s agreed. Anything else? Go forth in the surety of joy. JOY IS A FLAG FLOWN HIGH from the castles of our heart... WE’re to sing it but not fast. HE says, “It’s a serious thing & MY people have taken it too lightly.” HE said, “We touched just on a small portion of this gem & there’s more coming.” The second Word was, “beam.” “MY beam” “MY pathway” At times they could see this bright light at the middle of a path. HE says, “If you’ll step in I’ll show you the way,” HE says, “I love you all so.” LORD, we love YOU. HE said, “MY light is not hard to see.” FATHER, I thank YOU YOUR beam is wide enough that this body can walk on it together. HE’s calling us a unit. HE said, “You can do all things through CHRIST JESUS.” Yes, because HE is the ONE who strengthens us & FATHER, we return that light back to YOU, that it will reflect back to YOU. HE said, “Reap the benefits.” HE said, “There are benefits every step of the way.” SEES us growing stronger, as a result. HE said, “Age is not a factor.” Yes, FATHER, we accept that we are, “YOUR strong ones.” SEES, “overcomers.” Saw, “as we are on HIS pathway, with HIS light, each one of us can shed HIS light & draw others to it.” There were many beams going out from it, bringing others into it. FATHER, again be it as YOUR will. HE said, “This is bringing in the lost (2x).” HE said, “Let MY light shine through you, individually & corporately.” HE said, “It’s more than a light. Remember, it’s a beam.” FATHER, help us to grasp the fullness of this, that we not be misled in any way, all the ins & outs, precisely when to show that beam & not ever one mini-second early or late. HE said, “I call for perfection.” HE said, “If you couldn’t I have called it that way?” FATHER, we know we can do it precisely, not within ourselves but in YOU. HE said, “You can beam as you follow MY beam.” FATHER, help us to grasp the fullness of this, that we not be misled in any way, all the ins & outs, precisely when to show that beam & not ever one mini-second early or late. HE said, “I call for perfection.” HE said, “If you couldn’t I have called it that way?” FATHER, we know we can do it precisely, not within ourselves but in YOU. HE said, “You can beam as you follow MY beam.” FATHER, help us to grasp the fullness of this, that we not be misled in any way, all the ins & outs, precisely when to show that beam & not ever one mini-second early or late. HE said, “I call for perfection.” HE said, “If you couldn’t I have called it that way?” FATHER, we know we can do it precisely, not within ourselves but in YOU. HE said, “You can beam as you follow MY beam.” FATHER, help us to grasp the fullness of this, that we not be misled in any way, all the ins & outs, precisely when to show that beam & not ever one mini-second early or late. HE said, “I call for perfection.” HE said, “If you couldn’t I have called it that way?”
BEAM!!! Rise up MY people & BEAM! Yes, LORD, let it reverberate within us. HE said, “No turning back.” FATHER, there’s no turning back with YOU. Yes, FATHER, it’s always forward with YOU. HE said, “It is done!” HE reminded them, “If you do this I’ll do that.” Thought: ‘we’ve accomplished much tonight.’ HE said, “When you allow it we do.” Sees, “ever so close.” When HE said that they could sense it was just ‘there.’ Then the song came, even yet more vile. To be determined to finish it off, we’ll be yet more vile if that’s what it takes. HE said, “You now have stomping grounds.” Sees the stomping in the awesome power of GOD manifesting. HE said, “Sure footed.” And FATHER, we return it to YOU, like YOU said for YOUR multiplication. Everything GOD brought up tonight was part of the facets of joy. RIVER OF LIFE, & the word “jubilant.” Ephesians 4:16.

Grapelând TX, Don’t go along with the crowd, have independent thoughts. For group in KS, “Messiah’s mansion;” What about Messiah’s mansion? Building. Song (?) For All: “Praise God through your actions.” “no old ties.” Remember, as you do for them; you do for ME. Sing

1-11-09 Church/Ministry Meeting
Oh to walk in YOUR presence. (LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT) We work for YOU, LORD. (LORD, YOU ARE MIGHTY) LORD, help us to ascend, out of the depth. (ASCEND OUT OF THE DEPTH) MORE THAN ANYTHING (from Hosanna) What say YOU? “conjugate” [To join together. Adj. coupled, connected, or related, in particular. Asked for instructions, corrections or encouragement. “You’ve started.” Asked for HIS guidance on how to go about it, joining together. “MY peace I give” Prayed; anything else for this morning? “sheep’s clothing” (Goats in sheep’s clothing?) Anything else about that? “lulled” Keep us vigilant in all things. “to come” No FC, No Government. It’s best to let go of things & then let GOD bring it/them back. (Re: Oasis?) Thank YOU, FATHER, for the unity YOU are bringing us into. “blessings of unity” (later) sees, “rejoin.” FATHER, we thank YOU for rejoining joints that were joined. HE said, “Rejoined in unity.” FATHER, we call it power, in JESUS’ Name, by the power & might YOU have in JESUS’ Name. Yes, FATHER, to be truly “incorporated.” (Red Word?) Keeps seeing, “listen to MY joint.” HE said, “to tune your ears.” HE said, “listen, record; listen, record; listen, record; listen, record.”

1-14-09 Prayer
What say YOU? “harp” HE said, “Did you forget to pluck the strings?” HE said, “There is no harmony with just one string.” What HE was showing was, “Many strings but one accord.” There was a string coming out of our heads, individual strings. The question is “Are we willing to let HIM tune our chords?” so when they are plucked we do make beautiful harmony. HE said, “Sound the musical alarm.” HE was playing us, “HIS harp.” Saw, we’re one huge harp & we were horizontal so the sound HE made (as HE played us) went up & out to the world & down to the earth, world wide - it was beautiful. The harmony was perfect. We submit to it. Every note that YOU wish, for YOUR purposes. Anything else? “MY precious ones, I love you.” Anything else about the harp? Could see the music going down & up. HE said, “every eye, every ear.” Remembered what was talked about this morning (Advertising.) HE said, “Remember what harmony does; sour turns away, harmony brings in.” Harmony: A fitting together; agreement. The just adaptation of parts to each other in any system or combination of things intended to form a connected whole, as the harmony of the universe. Agreement in views, good correspondence, peace & friendship. HE’s being able to play us now in harmony. It’s “a prelude to” the next thing, “Dine with ME.” HE said, “Eat of MY Spirit.” “Dance with ME.” HE said, “Every morsel.” HE said, “You will need to drink as you eat.” Thank YOU for supplying the cups as well. Yes, LORD, we lift the cup & we drink it. Had the Words, “I supply.” Finally wrote it, not wanting to interrupt HIM/ anything, & saw, “vast.” HE said, “Wonder not.” Their hands were hot. It was as if they were loaded down & they couldn’t hold it all. It kept spilling out. Saw, “bountiful.” Reported all they experienced. Started to say we return it to HIM & then saw, “portion.” So said they returned the portion to HIM, thanked HIM for allowing us to dine with HIM. Saw a long table with a white tablecloth on it & covered with food. Saw the Word, “feast.”

Heard the song phrase, in the time of trouble, HE will. Uphold & sustain YOU. Rejoice for the steps, of a righteous man, they are ordered of GOD. Asked if there was anything else about HIS agenda? “diligent” Anything else about that? “diligent & vigilant” Yes, LORD, we must be both. HE said, “even in the small things.” LORD, we ask that our eyes & ears not miss even the small things, every detail. Yes, LORD, for the glory of YOUR purposes. tongues Yes, LORD, clear to the very bottom of the list. Asked, LORD, any details about tonight we need to be diligent about? HE said, “Stay in tune.” Anything else? HE said, “Set a guard.” FATHER, we ask YOU how we do this? We’re willing but how do we do this? It has something to do with LC. FATHER, we ask YOU to set him as a guard, as YOU’d have him to be. LORD, ask YOU to equip his hands. Yes, LORD, that he be not lacking in any tool. Yes, every thought, word, deed. Anything else? “It is done.” “That your stance be firm,” in JESUS’ Name. A guard has a place of authority.

Grapelând TX, Romans 5:19, What are we protected from? “Physical things of this world.” “Be prepared.” For What Lord? “For what’s ahead. (Felt calamity.) Serious times are coming. Follow my plans, not yours.” (Felt HE was almost amused by our plans because we have no idea of what’s coming.) “That’s all – sing.” Think of your mind as a holy place. Do not expect the LORD to talk to you like man does. The Lord has HIS own ways of communicating. HE can communicate with your soul directly.

1-16-09 Oasis
HONORED the LORD in the blowing of the SHOFAR. HE prepares us a table, in the presence of our enemy. After communion asked if HE had anything HE wanted to say to us. Saw, “Go to the gate” Asked what HE meant? “Enter in at the gate.” HE’s dealing with the heart when HE says to go to the Gate. Thanksgiving in the heart can’t get beyond the Gate, unless the heart is thankful & grateful. It’s how we enter. We enter into HIS presence with thanksgiving. The Gate is HIS arms.

1-18-09 Church/Ministry Meeting
..Spirit, never to waver again. (LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT) ..Praises ring jubilant. (RIVER OF
LIFE) Completely delivered and basking in Your love. (LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT) Dance a victory dance, wheels a turning. (RHYTHM OF THE VICTORY DANCE) Asked, what is it YOU want to convey to us this morning? “Hurry up” About what? “lackadaisical” Showing lack of interest or spirit. Adj Lacking enthusiasm and determination. What would YOU have us each to do? “pray diligently” After wrote that & closed their eyes to pray saw, “take the challenge” Prayed; anything else? “compartment” 2. A separate section, part, division or category. Asked what do you mean by compartment? “compartment by compartment” Prayed; anything else? “work like there is no tomorrow” Anything else? “be MY witness” The first thing we do with the things of the SPIRIT: WE PUT IT IN THE FC & we see if anything else has been said previously (about that subject). 1-21-09 Prayer The first for the agenda tonight, “timely.” What say YOU about timely? “off the shelf” What do YOU mean by that? HE said “Search the net.” (How they bring computer programs together.) Saw, “connections.” Then saw three lines that were lit. What connections? HE said, “Rich - tie them together.” HE said there’s “much to do.” HE showed the word, “rich.” Then, “delve in.” Just now, “hallelujah.” Yes, FATHER, THY will be done. Saw the word, “massive.” FATHER, we know all YOUR work is massive; YOUR will is massive. HE said, “It will be done.” HE said, “We don’t realize how massive the hallelujah’s are - just to return it to HIM!” Yes, LORD, that the hallelujahs do what YOU wish them to do. Lifting up hallelujahs! Yes, LORD for every wave of them; they continue, wave after wave. Yes, LORD, praises to YOU. HE said, “Cease not MY praises.” Heard the song, “Hallelujah.” Sang it. HE told her, “Shhhh!” A few seconds of silence - sweet savor. Reminded of the Quonset scene. Weren’t getting anything more & had asked about many things; finally asked if there was something about the Hill. HE gave the word, “clutter.” What about it? Showed, “mind sets.” Clean out the clutter, LORD. What about mind sets? HE said, “Give them up.” Yes, LORD, we clean them out. Clutter, you go! FATHER, we give them to YOU. We give them up. Yes, LORD, just make a clean sweep out the front door. Shooed them out the front door. Thank YOU, LORD, YOUR mind sets will manifest. This body is to be clutter free, in JESUS’ Name. Yes, this body is a well oiled machine. Clutter maker, you get out of here in JESUS’ Name. tongues Not even your shadow, in JESUS’ Name! No, no, we will not listen to your harp. Our ears, minds, souls, are attuned to the LORD GOD Almighty’s harp. HE said, “I am pleased.” Yes, LORD, don’t let us miss a beat. We will not listen to the discord of the harp of the enemy! We will not listen to your harassment, in the Name of JESUS! Asked if there was any other agenda. “rejuvenate” FATHER, in the Name of JESUS, we give ourselves & the corporate body for rejuvenation. Yes, LORD, we receive that power in JESUS’ Name. HE says, “MY power I give.” Yes, LORD, I receive that charge, in JESUS’ Name. We are the strong! Yes, LORD, together we are YOUR strong. HE says, “Lack in nothing.” Yes, LORD, we lack in nothing. HE says, “You have the where-with-all.” Loud clapping.. HE said, “Accomplish much,” still clapping.. Travail. HE said, “You came weak & tired but you’re not leaving that way.” Thank YOU, FATHER. We are YOUR strength; we are YOUR strong; we can do all things through JESUS. HE said, “MY strength does not give out.” Thank YOU, FATHER, for the rejuvenation, as only YOU can do! Had the line to the song, nothing can stop us now. Sang, EXCITEMENT IS WELLING UP. FATHER, the credit is all YOURS. HE said, “You have much credit with ME.” HE just said, “Forge on.” HE said, “Do what I have taught you. There is much to come.” “You have entered.” HE said, “You’ve entered into MY presence.” HE said, “Stomp out the last of the enemy’s efforts.” Did so. Your efforts are stomped out! HE said, “I’ve given you strength & power. Now build a fortress to keep the enemy out.” FATHER, in the Name of JESUS, we do, we SET YOUR posts of truth all around. The things that go across there are HIS daily Word, HIS daily Word. HE said, “It’s not automatic.” “In seeking ME, daily,” is what HE said. HE said, “That’s your daily bread.” Could see the daily bread; bread gets dry. HE said, “It’s ok to be drunk with MY Spirit.” FATHER, we thank YOU, for YOUR daily bread & we thank YOU for YOUR SPIRIT that we can drink it in. Drunk in YOUR SPIRIT is at the end of one of the songs. Sang it. LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT. Oh, to walk in Your Spirit, never to waver again. HALLELUJAH, Praise ye the LORD, hallelujah;... Sang it. Hearing, Praise, praise. We lift up praise to YOU... Sang it. RIVER OF LIFE Sang it. There were waves of praise as they were coming in; they were to catch them before they leveled out & return them to each one. The waves of praise are rising with a voice, singing, “Hallelujah.” Grapeland TX, SNAPSHOT vision -- Former President G. H. W. Bush (Bush Senior) collapsed, “Joshua is MY name.” Platform: What about platform? “Get on MY platform.” “Dispensation” Categories “Holy Realm.” What about Holy Realm? “MY Kingdom is a Holy realm.” “Government <>Realm “Know your place.” “Trumpets sounding” (Has to do with what time it is) Envisioned castles of old; moats for protection (filled with living water); dragons trying to attack but they can’t get to the King/Kingdom. “There is a time and a season for every purpose under heaven.” 1-25-09 Church/Ministry Meeting Oh to walk in YOUR SPIRIT. Basking in Your Love. ..never to waver again. (LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT) ..Excitement is welling up. Our feet are walking on Your path of righteousness. Our ears are listening to each word; River of Life, come forth today. What say YOU? “discombobulate” [A whimsical alteration & extension, probably of discompose.] To upset the composure of; disjoint. Discompose: 1. Origin, to defeat; overthrow; put to flight. 2. To frustrate the plans or expectations of. 3. To make uneasy; disconcert. Discomfit: 1. To upset the composure of; disconcert. Discomfit: 2. To frustrate the plans or expectations of. 4. To upset the composure of; unsettle. [as Adj, discontented.] Prayed; anything else? “compare & complete” What? “MY instructions” Prayed; anything else? “fix the mix” Asked if there was anything else about ‘the mix’. “trust ME” Anything else for this morning? “turn cheek” Asked if there were any other instructions, corrections, warnings. “fear not” GOD told us not to speculate; that it limits HIM. The LORD said, “It is pride for us to for us to think we could know anything without getting it from HIM.” Matthew 16:23; Job 41. We have got to input correctly into the FC
1-28-09 Prayer
Ware what's first on YOUR agenda? “& foremost” What say you; what is first & foremost? “up out of the depths” Saw, “birth it, birth it” Saw, “pangs of anger.” Thought that didn’t seem right & questioned it. HE said, “through the pangs.” During travel, asked what we’re birthing? HE said, “A mother doesn’t know until the baby is birthed” Saw, “ongoing” Saw, “it’s a process” Anything else about it tonight? HE showed, “point of reference” Thanked HIM for the blessing of this birth, whatever it was we were birthing; it’s a blessing whatever it is. Asked that we not get any of it twisted or messed up in any way. Saw, “misaligned” [So we must take care.] Anything else about it that HE wanted us to take care of? Saw, “sheep’s clothing” (1-11-09, goats in sheep’s clothing?) Time passed. Praying for the agenda wasn’t getting anything so asked about the Hill. Saw the word, “software.” Lifted that word back to him. Travail. Firm tongues. What about the software? “Look to ME.” Later HE said, “I will design it.” Saw, “pay attention.” [That was during the travel.] Saw, “look beyond.” FATHER, we ask YOU to guide us in it. Anything else about the software, birthing; else about tonight? Saw, “corporate.” FATHER, we ask YOU to guide this corporate body, that we not miss anything; that we get every detail. Anything else? HE said, “nail it up.” Upon our doorposts, FATHER. We pay attention to that; we not miss it. (Note: hands got hot & stayed hot.) WE resolve; to remember it. HE said, “it is written.” Asked the LORD what it all meant. HE said, “We’re moving on. Are you ready?” Is the question directed at them or the corporate body? HE said, “Everyone.” Took ‘caution’ in it all. ‘Sheep’s clothing’ is the act of following the Shepherd like a child.

1-28-09 Oasis
Just after WE ARE GOING FORTH they were praising HIM & singing to HIM. Saw, “Rock Solid” & “covenant.” Kept seeing HIS Name in their blood vessels. Thanked HIM that HIS Name was flowing & coursing through their veins. Coursing: Vi. Archaic; to race, run, flow swiftly.

2-1-09 Church/Ministry Meeting
Nothing will stop us from going forth. (LORD, INFILL US WITH YOUR HOLY SPIRIT) Because YOU’re mine, I walk the line. (A Johnny Cash song.) Make a joyful noise.. (IN HIM.) Also, We Bring a Sacrifice of Praise.. What say YOU? Punctual? [Adj. Happening or doing something at the agreed or proper time; on time. 1. Of, like, or drawn into a single point. 2. Carefully observant of an appointed time; prompt. 3. (Archaic) variation of punctilious 1. Very careful about every detail of behavior, ceremony, etc. 2. Very exact; scrupulous.] Anything else? “facts, facts” What about the facts? “on time” Prayed; anything else? “balance sheet” Anything else about balance sheet? “detail” Prayed; anything else? “keep it clean” What is it? “the abyss” What say YOU about the abyss? “MY depths” Prayed; anything else? “sacrifice” We Bring a Sacrifice of Praise.. Rivers of living water, rivers of living water, rivers of living water

2-4-09 Prayer
First Word, “congestion.” Prayer. What HE showed so far, “proof.” How do YOU mean congestion? Saw, “bottle-neck” In the Name of JESUS, I break that bottle-neck. There is no congestion, no bottle-neck, in JESUS’ Name. Yes, we move, FATHER, according to YOUR will. HE told her to “Shake it off.” Did so. Thank YOU, FATHER. Saw, “hand break it.” “crush” What say YOU about proof? HE said, “Look to ME.” FATHER, we do, we turn our eyes to YOU & look for YOUR proof. Yes, FATHER, YOU are our “source.” Yes, FATHER, we’re so grateful that YOU are our source. It’s because of YOU that we are. Anything else? HE said, “seal.” “take care of it” FATHER, we thank YOU for YOUR instruction. Yes, FATHER, in the Name of JESUS, we put a seal on YOUR proof, that it will not be tampered with. YOUR proof will not be tainted. We put a seal on it. Earlier HE said, “impact” “wisdom” (Now) anything else? “impact, impart” FATHER, we thank YOU that all wisdom rests with YOU. FATHER, YOU know exactly what this body needs, individually & corporately. We take YOUR wisdom; we will be wise where we have not been before. Yes, LORD, that it well up within us, in JESUS’ Name. Yes, all glory & honor goes to YOU. (Tongues) “well up” HE said, “I have charged you with MY Wisdom.” HE said, “Now share.” LORD, we ask YOU to guide us how & with whom YOU ask us to share this wisdom YOU’re giving us. HE said, “there are many” Keeps seeing, “righteousness.” HE said, “take on those/HIS garments.” We praise YOU, FATHER. Anything else? HE said, “Let it soak in.” The third word received tonight was, “cyclone.” What say YOU about it? HE said, “scratch it.”

Grapeland, TX, “Orchestrate.” Orchestrate what? “Services.” What kind of services? “Needed.” Does this have to do with calamity? “Yes.” Anything else? “Popular.” Popular what? “Services.” Do you have anything else regarding calamity? “Earthshaking; widespread; be cautious. Read; it will help you stay close to ME.” For Wellington group - “Encourage him; one house not divided; it will be.” Praise God! Anything else? “Food short supply; don’t prepare because you can’t prepare; rely on me. You must rely on me.” When will this happen? “Future, not soon. Be happy. I love you. Sing.”

Grapeland TX, Be silent before the LORD (as in no self). Make MY ways your ways. Love should be your rudder; steering you. Love ME first; then others; no self. JESUS is the foundation to build on. For All, Temperance, sluggish. Crimson tide (Saw red waves in mind’s eye, like with Moses and Pharaoh). Will occur. Why? Like Sodom and Gomorrah. For the Bride, MY ways. Jesus is the bridegroom and your foundation. No room for arrogance; depend on ME.

2-6-09 Oasis
Just after WE ARE GOING FORTH they were praising HIM & singing to HIM. Saw, “Rock Solid” & “covenant.” Kept seeing HIS Name in their blood vessels. Thanked HIM that HIS Name was flowing & coursing through their veins. Coursing: Vi. Archaic; to race, run, flow swiftly.

2-8-09 Church/Ministry Meeting
Will then the LORD be no more God in Zion? (from the oratorio, Elijah) I’ve got a river of life flowing out of me.. What say YOU? Saw, “conserve.” How do YOU mean that? “energy” Anything else about conserving energy? “waste not” Prayed; asked what other Words do YOU have for us this morning? “shelve” “not fret.” “that I be illuminated” What? “Oasis” Prayed; is there anything about the Hill YOU want to relate? “condition” “simple enough” What about the condition of the Hill? “urgent” Anything else about it? “fix it”

Deuteronomy 23:14
Everybody in here needs to decide if they want to do it, & say so. We are stopping short of the victory. Joy comes when obedience is functioning. Victory comes when what GOD says is complete. 

Alpharetta GA, “Pray for MY Prophet Roy, for many things are about to come forth,” “Speak peace to the group in Wellington.”

2-11-09 Prayer
First Word, “milk.” So far had, “dole” “gentle” We don’t force feed a baby. “As I have given” Later, “guidelines, yes.” That’s different from rules. “qualify” “within” “pipeline” Saw a direct pipeline from the LORD. FATHER, we ask for the truth of the matter for these Words, in JESUS’ Name. Had their hand on the Words written on the pad. (Tongues) FATHER, we thank YOU for YOUR pipeline & we thank YOU that it is “effective.” (Quiet) HE said, “Pipe what I tell you.” “Echo MY truths.”

The next Word, “cohort” Knew it wasn’t Satan’s cohorts & it wasn’t plural. HE’s only given so far, “atune.” FATHER, we ask YOU to atune our ears to hear what YOU’d have us, in JESUS’ Name. HE said, “receive.” Thank YOU, FATHER. After a time HE gave, “all of heaven” “rest assured” Just now, “weep not.” Yes, FATHER, we “leap for joy.” Did so. Yes, FATHER, we leap for YOUR joy. Thank YOU, FATHER. (Quiet) Questioned HIM more about cohort. HE said, “Where do you think that word (cohort) came from?” He said, “I’m the only cohort you need.” Cohort: N. 2 [treated as sing. or pl.] A group of people bandied together or treated as a group. A group of people with a common statistical characteristic. 3 A supporter or companion. Asked what to pray about next. “melt” What? “hearts” HE said, “It takes a melted heart to melt others.” FATHER, in the Name of JESUS we ask that the “blood of JESUS” flow through the heart of this body. Yes, that it pulse through the body that has this heart. HE said that the blood “courses through the veins.” Yes, (saw) “pulsate” through the veins. Yes, LORD, that it flow through the veins. Yes, FATHER, that this body come to live in JESUS, the life that YOU for. Thank YOU, FATHER. HE said, “It is time for this body to rise up.” Every time we’ve ever prayed anything about this body at all she’s seen it lying on the floor. Now it’s huge, way above the roof - they couldn’t even say how huge it was but it was not lying down anymore! We need to sing, WE ARE GOING FORTH. Did so 2x.. They saw both hands up so raised them both. As they did this they saw, “yielded.” We all need to do it with both hands if we’re yielded. All did so & sang it again. Anything else? HE said, “Finished.”

Grapeland TX, “Trespass, thou shalt not trespass.” Trespass where? “HOLY of HOLIES. (It’s) only for the High Priest.” Who is the High Priest? “Those who are obedient (those who have achieved obedience).” Is the High Priest different from the Bride? “Yes. The bride is working toward obedience/perfection through affection and adoration; the High Priest through legal responsibilities.” Is Jesus the High Priest? “Yes.” But HE is also the bridegroom? “Yes, can be both (HE or the priest can also be a bridegroom.)” “Jesus is perfection.” “Photocopy.” What about photocopy? “It will happen again.” What will happen again? “Blessings.” “Jewels; be MY jewels in MY crown.” (Jewels are like gifts of the spirit i.e. compassion). “I love you.” Thank you for loving us Lord. “Pulled the stops for you.”

2-15-09 Church/Ministry Meeting

Prayed; anything else for this morning? Saw a partial string of pears. There was no particular number but where there were no pears there was no string either. Prayed; anything else about stay close? “reverberate” Corrective: Tending or meant to correct or improve; remedial. N. Something corrective; a remedy. Directive: A general instruction or order issued authoritatively. Reverberate: 1. To cause (a sound), to echo. 2a. To reflect (a light, etc) 2b. To deflect (heat, flame, etc) Vi. 1. To reecho or resound. 3. To record; rebound. “expand” Anything else? Then knew to ask the question, “So what now?” “communicate”

Discussed: Guideline: N. A general rule, principle, or piece of advice. We want to follow & be on the line. If we get off in a ditch we just get back on. Boundaries: N. A line that marks the limits of an area; a dividing line. (often boundaries) With a boundary you want to stay away from since it indicates one is about to go over the edge. These are GOD’s guidelines. It has much to do with righteousness being an act. 

Alpharetta GA, “Praise and Worship ME.. WHATEVER IT TAKES.” Started to praise and sang to the LORD: You are the Great One. Hallelujah. Much praise and weeping. “Many there are that come to ME. Few there are that wait for ME.” I want to wait for YOU. (Quiet time) “I am anointing you with My favor, My wisdom, My peace.” Prayer for the USA. “This is the END OF THE USA as you’ve known it.” Looked out the window and in front of them was flying a huge American flag on the top of the office building across the road. “But rejoice and look up, for your redemption draws nigh.” What are we supposed to do? “Wait on ME. Don’t worry.”

2-17-09
JESUS is here in a different form (since the WHITE HORSE). HE will have perfection - HOLY of HOLIES. We are in the time of the Bride; not one person, it’s corporate. GOD said that what comes out of their mouth shapes their future. When something enters our heart (from our mind, when it is false) is when Python enters.

2-18-09 Prayer
First Word, “crossroads.” > Prayed; saw, “lock horns.” In a little bit, “accomplish.” What? As soon as it was reported & we prayed again saw, “MY presence.” FATHER, we do, we take in the essence of YOUR presence. (Quiet) In light of all the Words HE’s given asked what HE was getting at. “submit” During the quiet told HIM, ‘Here am I; here are we (as a body).’ Saw, “battle scars.” What do we do about them? HE said, “Give them to ME.” HE just put us through a healing process. Put their back to the center to heal it & held up their hands to heal anything under there. HE said, “Done.” “Go on.” What would YOU have us to do? “contemplate” > Told HIM they gave HIM their mind to contemplate what HE’d have them to do. HE said, “Relax.” HE wants to join hands with us. Did so. We turn our eyes upon YOU, LORD. Sang it, with a few different words. FEW THERE BE, LORD, I seek YOUR face.. Saw, “pity.” Shortly after saw what looked like green slime, running & poking through.. LORD, we want it off & gone. We all brushed it off of us. HE said, “So be it.” Thank YOU, FATHER. HE said,
“Victory is in our (your?) camp.” Anything else? HE said, “Keep it clean.” Prayer; anything else? “Celebrate.” > Saw, “carefully.” FATHER, we want to celebrate the way YOU want us to for YOUR purposes. Yes, JESUS, YOU are our celebration. Thank YOU, FATHER; thank YOU, LORD. Keeps seeing, “Sweet essence.” Seeing, like a circle of light glowing through this green mist. The light got a little brighter & then saw 3-4 tall trees with leaves at the top. They reminded them of Aspen leaves, being somewhat rounded. Their trunks were really tall with the leaves just at the top. What does this mean? HE said, “Coming to life.” Prayed & saw the trees were now up through the clouds & the trunks were straight. FATHER, we thank YOU for each of those trees. Just told HIM, ‘May they be as HE deems.’ HE said, “Full of growth.” YOUR purpose for each & every one. Crossroad: 1. A way or road that crosses another, or the place where one road intersects another. 2. A by-road connecting main roads; a more direct means of communication than by the high road. Pity: 1. Compassion or fellow-suffering. 3. The cause of grief. Pity regards its object not only as suffering but weak & hence as inferior. Lock horns: Supremacy; rule of the herd; after the females.

Chicago, The green snake moving to the Hill - Jezebel, jealousy. Grapeland TX, Righteous indignation; disapproval. What about righteous indignation? Mankind, doesn’t know their place. They think too highly of themselves. Are there consequences for this? Yes, man hurts himself by not depending on ME. You need to have the right focus. Remember the first commandment – Have no other gods before ME. Are we in end times? Yes, but you don’t need to know any dates. Keep your eyes, your focus on ME. What has the world really to offer you; will it make you happy or bring you joy? Discover the answer and you will be closer to ME. You are MY children whether you care to acknowledge it or not. I always have a plan. Your best interest is always MY plan. Focus, focus, focus. Template. What about template? You are MY template for the future (groups?). Don’t forget to study. Don’t forget to read.

Don’t forget compassion or MY example. I love you. Anything for RS, DN or JD? DN & JD – Deserts blooming (It makes the LORD happy.) Anything else? Newspaper headlines (It felt like: Extra, extra, read all about it, the good news of the L ORD.) The website through RS; Many will see MY good news. I will move them to see it; through sidebar ads; establish; funding for this will come. Amen. Sing.

2-20–9 Oasis
There was this oozy stuff that was intertwined in their fingers & falling down between the fingers of one hand (pity). During RHYTHM OF THE VICTORY DANCE JESUS was dancing with us, out in the middle. “We’re in unity to dance YOUR victory.” When it started they held out their hands through several songs. Felt pressure on them & knew they were clean with HIS blood over them. Then, “Now!” It was a window of time; an urgent ‘now.’ Saw, “sanctify.” It changed to “sanctified forever more.” Saw, over & over, “crush.” Asked what it meant & knew they were to crush the cup. HE said, “That no lips ever touch it again.” They knew HE was here & HE was supping with us. Sometime during the songs it was like HE was going to come through (the midst of us) & they were to move over to the side when it happened, into the ‘cubby hole’ there.

2-22-09 Church/Ministry Meeting

Alpharetta GA, “Great and wonderful are THY works, oh LORD.” Very quiet… thanksgiving and praise. Is there anything LORD? “A passion for ME is not enough.” What does that mean? “Adherence to MY rules, MY way of doing things.” Look up passion, zeal. Passion: 3. The state or capacity of being acted on by external agents or forces. 4a. (1): Emotion. (2)plural: The emotions as distinguished from reason. B. Intense, driving, or overmastering feeling or conviction. 5a. Ardent affection, love. B. A strong liking or desire for or devotion to some activity, object, or concept. D. An object of desire or deep interest. Zeal: 1. Eagerness and ardent interest in pursuit of something, fervor. “Raise your hands - be quiet.”

2-25-09 Prayer
“Justify” > Justify what? “bread” What say YOU about justify? Saw, “clarify.” What say YOU about bread? “many will wonder” Seconds later, “time & place.” Anything else about it? HE showed, “tell all.” Anything else? HE said, “Give ME the wondertainment.” We give it to YOU, FATHER. FATHER, we thank YOU that YOU are the one who has all the answers. HE said, “Deal with what I tell you.” FATHER, we do & we ask YOU to forgive us when we’ve tried to go beyond what YOU wanted us to do. Yes, FATHER, we deal with only the “task at hand.” Yes, so be it, in the Name of JESUS. HE said, “Don’t mess with things that I have not told you.” FATHER, we ask YOU to help us keep our “eyes focused” on YOU. HE said, “The what-it’s don’t matter.” HE said, “Yes, that obedient.” Keeps seeing “affix.” FATHER, we desire to affix our eyes on YOU. FATHER, if there’s something we need to know about doing that YOU let us know. HE said, “Only then will it be clear.” We need to sing, TURN YOUR EYES UPON JESUS, only sing it to the FATHER, asking HIM to do it. We did so. Quiet. HE said, “Follow after the things of the Spirit.” PRAISE YOUR NAME We all sang it. How does bread tie into all of this? HE said, “I am the bread of life.” HE said to go on. The other time HE showed the number “14.” Then saw a hand & someone tried to place it further to the right. They said, “No, it must be here,” & moved it back to where it was. > Thanked HIM for HIS numbers. HE added, “numbers to live by.” FATHER, we are grateful for YOUR numbers. That each one is significant. Yes, that it may be so. #14 is a double 7, GOD’s number? In the Name of JESUS, I “charge” you not to change any number of the LORD GOD ALMIGHTY! They shall not be moved! Yes, the FATHER has “set each in motion.” They are not to be changed! Again HE said, “Move them not.” HE said,
“Watch ME manipulate them.” HE’s the only one! Saw a silhouette of a lion’s head. **Fourteen** must be a base word. It had a few numbers following it that were from it. Two people in the Bible had the #14, King David & JESUS. Looked it up on the computer. **Grapeland TX**, Don’t be distracted by seemingly perfect timing; wait on ME. Wait on ME to lead you. Don’t try to lead (that’s self). Justice, mercy, affection, MY rules; keep these things on your mind. Anything about the Hill? Plow furrows; prepare for seed. Granite. What about granite? I made it. Composition; I made it. I can do all things. Headstone; marker. What about marker? I mark the spot. Protections. They’re in MY control. Umbilical cord. I provide all your needs. I AM. Believe for solutions; believe for foundations. I lay the foundation. Elephants. I made elephants too. Granite: is currently known only on Earth where it forms a major part of the continental crust. Granite rocks are igneous rocks formed by slowly cooling pockets of magma that were trapped beneath the earth’s surface.

2-27-09 Alpharetta GA, “Study the whole book of Ephesians and take notes.” LEVIATHAN and PYTHON are the two forces wearing MY people out. Bind them. Then they can’t act upon you.

3-1-09 Church/Ministry Meeting
Putting on our marching shoes. (RHYTHM OF THE VICTORY DANCE) Asked what words do YOU have for us this morning? “guidance” What about guidance? “on track” Asked if there was something specific about on track? Saw, “parallel.” Asked for HIS guidance about that. Saw, “structure.” Asked if there was anything HE’d add to this morning? “listen carefully” Told HIM that they inclined their ear to HIM. “receive” What? “MY constituents” Anything else for this morning? “complete MY work” **Constituents:** Adj. 1. Necessary in forming or making up a whole; component. 2. That can or does appoint or vote for a representative. 3. Authorized to make or revise a political constitution or establish a government. N. 1. A person who appoints another as his agent or representative. 2. A member of a constituency, especially any of the voters represented by a particular official. 3. A necessary part or element; component. 4. (From the old dictionary) One who appoints another as his agent; a principle. The curses spoken against this body &/or individuals, HE’s showing they are falling off & have not attached to any of us & will never attach to us, in JESUS’ Name. HE said, “Truth has not been parallel before.” HE reminded them this morning about on track & parallel - the wooden ties (tithes) running across the rails (law) support the truth of the ties (tithes). That’s part of why the curses don’t stick, we know the truth. (Dirt [soil] + water [HS] = mud.) HE said, “We are HIS constituents, appointed for this time.” Told HIM our heart’s desire is to listen carefully to HIM & complete HIS Work. HE said, “That’s what it’s all about.” “That’s what I want to hear.” FATHER, we gladly receive YOUR truths. Saw, “charge” & “challenge.” We know it’s a charge to do this & it is also a challenge, but we willingly accept it. Yes, LORD, we will face that challenge. We will face that charge. Asked about shelves & Oasis. Saw, “dust off.” There’s something we need to take off & dust it. HE said, “Are you ready?” Yes, LORD, whatever must be, whatever it is. HE said, “It will shine.” We need to sing the song, Arise, shine, give GOD the glory, glory, glory.. We sang it. HE just thanked us for our obedience. HE said, “I will show you.” What? “just obey” Yes, LORD, it is our will to obey YOU. FATHER, we do know that YOU will show us & it will be the right time & the right hour & we thank YOU for that assurance & we do know that.

3-4-09 Prayer
HE only gave one Word tonight. "combustible"
Showed so far, “afire.” “wild fire” HE said, “MY Word on your tongue.” “fan the fire” “higher & higher” Yes, we say, “come forth.” “MY will” What is YOUR will? HE said, “to level the field.” “silence” What? “silence the heathen” Anything more? “languish” FATHER, we thank YOU for YOUR will. FATHER, we lift all of these Words to YOU for YOUR illumination. FATHER, we thank YOU it is YOUR will to level the field. There is no place for the enemy to hide. And we speak to the heathen & we tell you, you be silent, in JESUS’ Name. We will no longer tolerate YOUR words. YOUR words can no longer wreck havoc, in JESUS’ Name. HE said, “Accept not.” "counter, counter, counter” We will not let life come into those words. Yes, your words "fall dead, null & void." Yes, the LORD has spoken. Yes, we are “going forth” in the Name of JESUS, "no holds barred." Yes, in power; in truth & in power. In the name of JESUS. YES, & in “assurance.” So be it! Anything else? HE said, "Rejoice." We rejoice in YOU! Yes, LORD, we thank YOU these are happy Words & they bring much joy. We return them back to YOU. Yes, LORD, we agree, they are not frivolous. (The LORD’s words - happy words & not frivolous & precious?) Yes, LORD, they are precious. HE said, “They are life.” HE said, “Pay attention.” HE said, “Step into MY all consuming fire.” We say consume us, LORD. HE said, "It’s not different than Daniel." (He was the one in the lion’s den.) We thank YOU for that, FATHER. Sees, “courage.” [Daniel stood & didn’t obey their ‘anti-GOD decrees.] Anything else? HE said, “Tell ME.” What? “What you will.” We desire YOUR will, FATHER. Yes, LORD, above all. Anything else? “that’s enough”

Grapeland TX, Destructive path; set apart nonbelievers; life without the FATHER. (Felt like the FATHER was talking about the destructive path of being separated from the LORD; nonbelievers will be set apart; just as Cain was punished; the punishment is life without the FATHER.) Destroy self: eliminate your will. Requisition, heart, faith and strength from ME. Divided self still has self. I AM the Author, I AM the Fulfiller. Clapping, make a joyful noise. Seek Joy in The Lord. Prayer platform; say (prayers) out loud; there is power in spoken prayer. Jamaica - disciples platform; say (prayers) out loud; there is power in spoken prayer. Jamaica - disciples coming from. Orchards, fruit ready to be picked. Umbrella, rain coming. Green, envy & jealousy equals evil; Satan is always working; don’t let your guard down. Follow Jesus’ pattern. Continue reading the Gospels.

3-6-2009, Alpharetta GA Quiet. “Raise you hands.” Felt the Lord direct them to just bind spirits because of a situation this a.m. there. Came against LEVIATHAN and PYTHON and the spirits they were sending. Anything else Lord? “Persevere, MY daughter, Persevere.” Anything else? “Persevere and stand strong, for much is about to happen.” What does that mean? “Stand strong.”